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Legal and contact info
Welcome to L4MS Open Call!

The Deadline for this Open Call is the 30th of November 2019 at 13:00 (Brussels time)

Only applications in English are accepted. We strongly recommend you to read

carefully the “Guide for Applicant” and “FAQs section”, before starting to �ll in this

Form.

You can edit your application after you submit it before the deadline, as many times

as you wish. If you have more than one application in progress in

www.fundingbox.com for the same Project idea, we kindly request you to consolidate

your data in a single application and delete those extra application to facilitate

application monitoring.

All information provided will be veri�ed during the evaluation process. In case any

inaccuracy in data provided, is detected, the proposal will be disquali�ed from further

evaluation process. All info provided in this Form will be processed as con�dential.

Name of the contact person *

Email of the contact person *

Phone number of the main contact person *

Enter your complete name (�rst name and last name), please.

Please enter the email address (mail@mail.com format) to contact your team and send a

Remember to include your country code in brackets. E.g.: (0048) 123 456 789
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Legal and contact info - Partner 1

Required �elds *

Legal name of the entity *

Type of organization *

 Manufacturing SMEs

 System Integrator

 Tech supplier or AGV Manufacturer

 Competence Centre/Research Organization/Academia/Digital Innovation Hub

City *

Country (Please be aware that if the country indicated is not one of the countries indicated in

GfA Section 2.2, your proposal will be excluded based on the uneligible country location) *

Entity's webpage *

The legal name in the country where the company is incorporated.

Where your team or most of your the team members is based.

http(s):// ...
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Legal and contact info - Partner 2

Required �elds *

Legal name of the entity *

Type of organization *

 Manufacturing SMEs

 System Integrator

 Tech supplier or AGV Manufacturer

 Competence Centre/Research Organization/Academia/Digital Innovation Hub

City *

Country (Please be aware that if the country indicated is not one of the countries indicated in

GfA Section 2.2, your proposal will be excluded based on the uneligible country location) *

Entity's webpage *

The legal name in the country where the company is incorporated.

Where your team or most of your the team members is based.

http(s):// ...
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Application experiment information
This is the necessary information for us to identify your project. Keep it short and

concise.

Application experiment name *

Short name (acronym) *

Brief Description *

Duration in months. Please provide an estimation regarding the length of the Application

Experiment

 4 months

 5 months

 6 months

Please provide the full title of the Application Experiment

Please provide a short acronym (one word). This will be used as your identi�cation

Please provide a short description of the Application Experiment (max 1000 

characters).
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Required �elds *

Brief Description *

Requested support from L4MS for the whole experiment - please calculate the total amount

based on the rules that the Manudfacturing SME obtains up to 48k and each other entity obtains

up to 98k.

 101-150K euros

 151-200K euros

 201-250K euros

Type of the Application Experiment

 Hybrid (human-robot) and interactive logistics systems

 Highly con�gurable (multi-vendor) logistics system

 Fully autonomous logistics systems

 Multi-vendor logistics solutions

Based on the selection of the Type of the Application Experiment, please provide detailed

description of your proposal with respect to the chosen type *

Does the proposer hold intellectual property rights on the underlying technologies used for the

Application Experiment? If yes, please specify which type of IP do you hold. Select all relevant to

your experiment

 No

 Patent pending

 Patents

 Copyrights

 Utility models

 Trade marks

 Design

 Trade secret (company secret)

 Licenses

Please provide a detailed description (max 2000 characters).
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APPLICATION EXPERIMENT -

EXCELLENCE

 
 
 
 
Your experiment should address the adaptation and validation of the L4MS solution:
open integration platform (OPIL) completed by a 3D simulator to virtualize the intra-
factory logistics automation processes. Your proposal should address the
implementation of small logistics automation solutions tackling the barriers faced by
manufacturing SMEs such as (but not limited to):

End-to-end fully automated logistics solutions
Hybrid (human-robot collaboration) automated logistics solutions
Highly con�gurable automated logistics solutions
Multi-vendor logistics solutionsm

 
 
Your work should have the potential to achieve tangible results: reduction of the
installation time, deployment and con�guration time and cost.

Objectives & Use Case *

Please provide Use Case description, incl. current situation & challenges, proposed 

solution & bene�ts. Clearly de�ne the objectives that are relevant to the L4MS project 

and OPIL scope. Provide info about project’s organization, incl. adaption and validation 

plans for OPIL (max. 4000 characters).
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Required �elds *

Approach & Ambition *

Approach & Ambition *

Innovation aspect *

.

Please explain how the proposed Experiment goes beyond the State Of the Art and 

describe the innovative approach behind it, e.g. ground-breaking objectives, novel 

concepts and approaches, new products or services available after the experiment, 

novel business models etc (max. 4000 characters).

Please provide information about the level of innovation within your market and about 

the degree of differentiation that this experiment will bring to your organization (max. 

4000 characters).
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APPLICATION EXPERIMENT - IMPACT

Market opportunity, Commercial Strategy and Scalability *

Value Proposition & Competition *

Complementarity to other funds *

Demonstrate the market potential of the proposed product/services and explain how 

the solution solves a problem for a speci�c market segment or customer group. Also, 

provide an initial commercial strategy for your proposed solution/product and explain 

how could it be scaled across wide range of customers or other sectors/industries.  

(max. 4000 characters).

Please explain the value of the proposed Application Experiment to the L4MS project 

and OPIL, e.g. in terms of platform validation in new applications, extension of OPIL 

functionalities, interoperability with new software & hardware etc. Also, please explain 

the main competing products/services on the market and how your solution will 

differentiate from them (max. 4000 characters).

Please provide a description how your proposal will be complemented with other 

funds. Experiments that bring a commitment of their National or Regional Authority to 

complement them with ESIF or other regional or national fund, will be prioritized as a 

way to multiply the project impact at regional and European Level (max. 4000 

characters).
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APPLICATION EXPERIMENT -

IMPLEMENTATION

Work Plan *

Team *

Resources *

Please provide task list, timing of tasks, role of team members, list of deliverables, 
milestones and risk management plan. (max. 4000 characters).

Please demonstrate the management and leadership capabilities of the team and their 
ability to take a concept from idea to market. Also, show their capacity to understand 
the dynamics of the market you are trying to tap into. Include short description of your 
team members (max. 4000 characters).

Demonstrate the quality and effectiveness of the resources assigned in order to get 
the objectives/deliverables proposed. Please indicate requested amount of support 
from L4MS in Euros (max. 4000 characters).
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Required �elds *

Resources *

KPIs *

Please indicate main Key Performance Indicators to that you are going to use to 
measure the progress and success of the Application Experiment (max. 4000 
characters).
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APPLICATION EXPERIMENT -

TRANSVERSAL CRITERIA

As L4MS is �nanced by the European Commission, there are a few transversal criteria
that will be considered. Please provide short answers to the following questions:

Required �elds *

Environment and low carbon economy contribution *

Equal Opportunities *

Social impact *

Please explain how your Application Experiment or the results from it will have a 
positive impact on the environment or contribute to low carbon economy (max. 1000 
characters).

Please explain how your Application Experiment is contributing to equal opportunities 
between men and women (max. 1000 characters).

Please describe your Application Experiment's social impact, incl. job creation in 
Europe (max. 1000 characters).
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Statistical section
Our form ends here. L4MS being a Project funded by the European Union Horizon

2020, we kindly ask you to �ll in some statistical questions requested by the European
Commission. It will take you only 5 minutes of your time, and it will have an impact on

future European policies for SMEs. Thank you!

Proposal Originality. Is there a baseline or is this a new initiative?

 Completely new approach - Disruptive

 Improvement of existing approach – Incremental

Where do the needs and/or requirements come from. Select all relevant from list (use [CTRL] +

left mouse button or [CMD]+left mouse on Mac).

 Competitor

 Client

 Stakeholder Community

 Internal User

 Beta Client

 Literature / Technology Roadmap

 Market Research

 Applicant's Perception of Gap

 Other

Indicate the combined number of years (or fractions) of management experience considering all

your team members.
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Required �elds *

Indicate the combined number of years (or fractions) of technical experience in the target

domain of your proposal considering all your team members.

Indicate the combined number of years (or fractions) of technical experience in the target

domain of your proposal considering all your team members.

Composition of the team by gender.

 All Male Founding Team

 All Female Founding Team

 Mixed Gender Founding Team

Market type. Select all relevant responses from the list.

 Consumer

 Business

 Government

 Indifferent

 Other

Select target geographic area for the proposed product or service developed using the results of

the Application Experiment.

 AMER (Americas)

 EMEA (Europe, Middle East, Africa)

 APAC (Asia Paci�c)

 Local

 Regional

 National

 Global

How did you hear about L4MS?

 Social media

 newsletter

 website

 industry event
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Declaration of honour

Required �elds *

By submitting this proposal I con�rm that I have read and understood the ‘Declaration of honour

and absence of con�ict of interest’, available in the documentation of L4MS: *

 Yes

I undertake to inform L4MS Team, immediately, if after the date of submission until the end of

the evaluation process, any of the exclusion of con�ict of interest causes will arise. *

 Yes

Built with FundingBox Enterprise  FundingBox privacy policy  FundingBox terms of service  Manage your cookies
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